
Passive income!

The dreams of so many online....Yet for the first time in history, we can build lucrative 
compounding revenue streams...That are 100% passive and best of all...Require no out 
of pocket expense!

Too good to be true?

Let's do some homework :)

First, you need to create streams of income coming into your wallets, and we do this by:

Creating & Engaging!

This takes time, so while it's 100% free to earn on the platforms we'll discuss...It does 
take time. But it's worth it :)

Think of this as the fuel that will get your passive income machine up and running!

We will be creating and engaging every single day on the following blockchains and crypto 
currency projects:



– CTPtalk
– LeoFinance
– Hive
– Torum
– Noise.Cash

Now each of these are unique, and you should only create relevant content! Plugging into 
these communities, creating valuable content in the form of blog posts and 
COMMENTS....will start to earn you crypto currency on multiple fronts.

By being active in each of these platforms we will be earning the following crypto:

– CTP Token
– LEO Token
– HIVE Token
– XTM Token (for down the road use case)
– Bitcoin Cash
– Bitcoin

Here's where it gets really exciting....Now we are going to build passive streams of income
using the revenue we will be generating every single day inside of these platforms and 
projects....

Building Passive Income Streams

Step 1 Curation with CTP, LEO and HIVE – What is so unique about these projects is that 
you can take part and benefit from the inflation that is built into the blockchain.

And when you 'like' other people's content on Leo, CTP and Hive...You earn curation 
rewards! You can maximize and 'game' this to earn up to 15-20% on strategic 
curation...However I would expect between 7-15% on everything you 'like'.

Which means you will be earning income, just from liking other people's stuff!

This adds up quickly, the more active you are on each platform and community! 

Step 2 Building Income With Hive-Engine Tokens – After we have built up a steady stream 
of income from creating, engaging and then curating...We will take some of the earnings 
and tap into the 'Income Tokens' on Hive-Engine:

https://www.ctptalk.com/
https://www.hive-engine.com/
https://noise.cash/
https://www.torum.com/signup?referral_code=jongolson
https://hiveonboard.com/?ref=clicktrackprofit
https://www.leofinance.io/


1. INDEX Token (Ticker: INDEX) - This project aims to 'index' the entire Hive-Engine 
market. And while doing so, pays out 80% of all curation and income generated by 
the token every single day. That's right. You buy INDEX and let it grow! This will 
pay you in various tokens (including BRO, CTP and LEO) every single day that you 
hold INDEX in your wallet.

2. BRO Token (Ticker: BRO) – Arguably one of the most successful income tokens 
and one of the first on Hive-Engine. Another daily payout token that pays you in 
various projects on Hive-Engine without you having to do a thing. Buy it, and let it 
does it's thing. 

3. UTOPIS (Ticker: UTOPIS) – Tap into the awesome world of Ethereum mining with 
this unique project. Holders of UTOPIS get weekly revenue shares from Ethereum 
mining in the form of HIVE token payouts. Here's how you get into the lucrative 
world of mining, without the thousands of dollars required in hardware!

Note: If this is all new to you make sure you check out TheHiveGuide.com for step by step
instructions on how to get started with Hive.

*And a quick reference post to bringing fiat currency over to Hive Engine if you ever need 
it!

Step 3 Passive Daily Income With Crypto Lending – We're about to enter the crazy world 
of DeFi without all the complicated 'MetaMask and TrustWallets'! Did you know, major 
corporations will PAY you to loan them your crypto?

There are multiple platforms that pay you every single day or week for simply, storing your
crypto with them.  We take the Bitcoin Cash we earn from places like Noise.Cash / 
Freebitcoin and stick it into Nexo / Celsius for daily returns!

Nexo – Earn up to 12% APY on all your crypto currency! Whether it's BTC or USDC, 
simply deposit your tokens and earn passive....Every single day!

Celsius – Another popular lending platform that pays every single week! Many more 
choices than Nexo for what tokens you can earn from. And easy to use, right from your 
phone!

Bonus #1: FreeBitcoin! Over 4% APY 

Everyone knows about the popular Bitcoin faucet – Freebitcoin!

https://www.trker.com/rotate/3/2
https://celsiusnetwork.app.link/1548180c46
https://www.nexo.io/
https://peakd.com/hive-119826/@jongolson/turning-fiat-into-hive-and-buying-some-hive-engine-tokens
https://www.thehiveguide.com/


But did you know, once you hit 30,000 satoshis they will actually PAY you 4% a year 
which is compounded daily in your wallet. Without you having to do a thing....Cool huh?

Bonus #2: CUB Finance For The Win-win-win

While this step is a little bit more complicated than just sticking your crypto into Nexo or 
Celsius, it's still a fantastic way to flip some of your earning from Hive Engine into a project
that (at the time of this writing) is paying out 200%...

Welcome to the iNsAnE world of decentralized finance and more specifically CUBdefi.com

This project is run by the same guys that own LeoFinance.io and have had years to learn 
the ropes and strategies to give their members big returns by simply....Providing liquidity to 
their decentralized exchange.

This takes a little bit of know how, including how to set up a Metamask wallet and funding 
it with some Binance tokens...But once you get set up....Simply buy your CUB tokens 
from the exchange and add it to the CUB den....

Here's why:

Conclusion:

As you can see...All you need to 'get in the game' and start building passive income in 
2021 is....To get off the sidelines and get active!!

Not a SINGLE penny needs to be spent, but it does take time and effort. Not to worry, 
we're here with you every step of the way. If you have any questions about these 
strategies, reach out to us on:

Telegram

https://t.me/joinchat/H0LeUAqPVYF1abiUNcmsCg
https://www.cubdefi.com/

